Our Thirty-Fourth Season

February 25, 1967

"Coming soon I'll start my third year in the NRC. This is the best Club going & I intend to help it stay that way. That's why I'll send JAC my fiver soon!"

Wayne Heinen - 126 Linwood Ave., Orchard Park, N.Y. - 14127

**SPECIALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Call</th>
<th>WAT</th>
<th>ZIP</th>
<th>WAT</th>
<th>A.M., E.S.T.</th>
<th>Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mon.</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>WACK</td>
<td>1420</td>
<td>New York</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CHTK</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>Prince Rupert, B.C.</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CJAT</td>
<td>610</td>
<td>Trail, B.C.</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>CKLN</td>
<td>1390</td>
<td>Nelson, B.C.</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon.</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>KFNW</td>
<td>FARGO</td>
<td>58102</td>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>2:00 - 2:30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mon.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>CKCQ</td>
<td>570</td>
<td>Quinamal, B.C.</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>CKWL</td>
<td>Williams Lake, B.C.</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>3:00 - 5:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20</td>
<td>KLOE</td>
<td>730</td>
<td>Goodland, Kansas</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun.</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>KMCO</td>
<td>900</td>
<td>Conroe, Texas</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>77301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>WPTN</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>Cookeville, Tenn.</td>
<td>06113</td>
<td>38502</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**INFORMATION ON THE TESTS ON MARCH 6 FROM IRC A ON PAGE 13.**

**CONGRATULATIONS - ALLEN NISSEN!**

Allen is being married on Sunday February 26th, and our sincere best wishes to the young, happy couple, with a wish for a full life of happiness. **Allen will be living in Westwood, N.J.**

**BE SURE TO READ THE LETTER FROM STATION W.S.W.O. ON PAGE 13. THIS IS A SERIOUS MATTER TO THOSE OF US WHO WANT TO PRESERVE THE GRAND OLD HOBBY OF DXING. BE SURE TO TURN TO PAGE 13 - NOW - AND READ - AND HEED!**

**ZIP CODES**

Both Alan Merriman and Allen Nissen work in the Post Office, Alan in Fairfax, Va., and Allen in Fort Lee, N.J. One said the Post Office was not yet sorting by Zip Code Numbers, while the other said they were. Well, both are right - it is thus far dependent on the Postmaster at the various Post Offices around the country. The more rural, the less likelihood of Zip Code sorting. But, the inference we can draw is to use the Zip numbers when we know them, and when we don't, to try to obtain them.

**EUGENE IS THE SCENE**

Yep, boys - it's gradually sneaking around - we are just about at the half-way mark between NRC Conventions, so it is time to make those long-range plans to have your vacations coincide with the Convention time - Sept. 2-3-4, at EUGENE, OREGON. The lads who will be the hosts have also recommended that NRCers not merely come to the Convention, but to spend at least some of their vacation time to tour the Great North West, and see the beautiful, breath-taking scenery they have out that-a-way. Many offices begin to sort up their vacation schedules in March, so if yours does, it is time now to put in your bid to include time to see the North-West, and to be on hand for the annual shenanigans of the NRC Convention-goers. More details to come, watch!
February 25, 1967

R. J. Edwards - Box 77 - 309 Gedney Place - Scranton, New York - 13210

DX: 1/19- W7XK 3:27 PM EST; 1/22- KB9M 4:30 PM EST; 1/26- KB9M 3:10 AM PST; 1/28- KB9M 3:10 PM PST; KB9M-500 V\(\text{C}^{+}\)

2/1- C60K-1220 (I guess) w/11 & 12 hr, all talk in PT. ID's not unclear. They played "Home of the Rising Sun" 2/30 AM EAMST (11:10 pm). 2/2- 2:34 pm, KMBK-730 ID; 2:56 2,040, Homer, NY, 1000ID. That's the new call of this? All I got was town: 2/50, C60H-1460 Norristown, NY, ID 1150 WEC. Splotter was kind of weak today. This all during visit of Rich Herr & friend Dave Schaner. We toured several area stations & were quite displeased w/ report quality from some WBCs. I suggest we print a copy of a GOOD report as a model in DX WBC & also send one to each not member. 2/6-800 TKW. It was Nicaragua night here. No sign of W7KL, just a motor-boating noise. Bad luck from KB9M-1260 on 1355 of all places. Lately KB9M-1500 has been showing up on 940. Think it's the channel out this PK again? Seemed to be more of a guy calling up W8P in DC & asking for a tour of W8D. Rich Herr did when he was there 12/29-30, Bright, isn't he? Fix will be on the way soon. I will have copies in Boston 3/4-5. C U in 7 or 21.

Joe Szurzynski - 172 Lenox Street - Buffalo, New York - 14212

DXing is even better now. Here's what happened since my last report: KB9M-560 10:56 am, KSM5-1360 1:12, C60K-1250 O 1:15, KMBK-1320 2:23, KB9M-1310 C 2:30, C60K-1320 3:06, KMBK-940 3:26 BT. KB9M-1150 2:12 EST. KMBK-590 3:30. Does anyone know the address of W7KL? I received letter back in the mail saying they moved to a new address). (12 last night, NKC-940) KB9M-1320 C 3:01, KB9M-950 C 4:34 BT, KMBK-940 C 4:59 a.m. KMBK-1230 8:19 a.m., UN 1210 C 3:21, KB9M-1510 C 1:44 AM, KSM5-1600 C 1:52 BT. I heard someone on 1600 BT, but I wasn't sure who it was so I tuned up the volume, there they were. KMBK-1250 C 3:00 BT, KSM5-1640 C 1:10 C/MT, KMBK-1260 2:32, KMBK-1700 3:52, W7KL-1260 C, but not enough for a decent report. Got a very nice one in my log: C60K-1260 WEC KMBK 1300. A couple days ago I had a bed cold, & had nothing to do, so I thought I would do some DXing. I tried but gave up because I couldn't hear a blasted thing because my ears were closed up with that damn cold. Finally getting over it, so 73s.

Jim B. Ross - 125-1520 Frounton Avenue - Racine, Wisconsin - 11691

Handy guys! DX of late hasn't been too bad & the following notes: 2/3- W08M-560 Ve. 1/17-18 V06M-300 Ve. W & everything C 5:31 pm. 2/11- W8CL-1500 Ve. Fair 6-8 QRM off. WJ lists them as W7KL, but I'm positive they were W7KL. They often called themselves WLIY Radio. Does anybody know for sure? (Jim: there's a bready a W8CL-1300, Cambridge, O. - NKC)

Tom Deibil. Later on 8:51, W7KL-590 Jamaica in real nice v/1 programming. I followed the v/1 difficulty until 9:12. I woke up too late for W7KL, & none of the other cars made it either. WV0X-1460 C 10 ve. 9:15:30 mentioning all chat, very good v/1 o. 660 at about 2-noted from 2:40-3 when it faded & disappeared. Who's this? C60K-1320 in for one or two minutes C 3:30 am C/MT. UHQ-2-1300 v/1 on top all evening 12/356. W8CL-1320 in nicely after 4am. Then W8CL-1250 Ve. tearing the house down w/c/o/-1320 on o. 63, cont. on. The sounds like I was talking from the ke, le. v/o in from PUB2 for October report, real loud, v/o from W7KL & v/o from W7KL (also looking letterhead). Ch gey, v/o from W7KL & v/o from W7KL v/1 from W7KL. Beautiful report & that's it, so C-U soon.

Barry Sorensen - Box 93 - Naples, Oregon

Not at DX this time: 2/3-1111-1300 6:30am, & two more high幔sters on 14680, W6XK & W4XK both C 8:42am. 2/5- Possible W7K-1520 w/11 & W4XK 9:12pm, but no ID. The only CB received was from W7K-1100 on 1/16. I noticed the Charges in Section D to the 1/16 DX WBCs. I noticed an application for Dev. D on 1560 in Br上海ridge, O. According to The Huntsville Pocaster CBW has applied for the outlet backed by several area carnivores. CBW Orillia is opening the application. I would like to welcome my neighbor Brian Elder to the NS. 73.

Rob B. Gentry - 320 East Hill Road - Southport, Connecticut

This is my first report since 12/86. I purchased a used Albertideo 1200 last spring but didn't get to use it much. That's without much luck so I had it checked over & I'm waiting for a tube. I've been doing some statistics battle v/Frank Eimerl. I see to be having some success with 1500 for years. Jerry was my old descent caught in 1966. Recent catches high on W7K-1550 & W8CL-1500 C 10/14 a W8CL-1500. On 2/6 I got W6XK-1550 W7K-1550 (rather bleak) w/letter openers, W8CL-1500 (?) & in nick-evening. James-590 & W7KL-590. Last night I got up for a change & found some WW5 which I'm trying to ID. Domestic reception is very poor & no TV this season.

AS THEY SAY IN OHIO, NEBRASKA. "KDOO," "COME ON OUT TO GROOVIN'!" 73. 25-26-
This morning on the AN

I happened to be

They

The DX

\[ \text{Bill wrote:} \]

I wasn't sure on this one, hi. Started catcher above when I logged them via call-letter changes - I've now started to count call changes as new stations at last. Thanks, Bill Keho.

Not much new here - was reported.

Bill Remy & I located "WHER" in Ciudad Xoros, Mexico, hi. Latest varieties are v/1: KBUD KEXX WLDC-SC, v/-: KBBX WSGS KU KWMU. v/-: KEBX. Bill Fett, your 1/23 900 sounds like KOKK! Anyone w/ supplies 1966 Broadcasting Yearbooks, please let me know (several non-DX/44 Scoys I write to need them). Also, I'm looking desperately for some relics of the past (e.g., COF lists from before 1950, or equally old radio logs). Also, anyone who has a log from between 1956 & 1958 please let me know - I also need that badly, hi. Will bist DX to over one, 73s, & Y7! For Steve Weinstein's proposal that we keep the "chat" in DX NEWS even if it means a membership dues raise.

Roger Minor - 739 North Junior Drive - Valparaiso, Indiana - 46383

DX has been so limited to the only that I really been hearing on the sleep. At 2/6 rs Follows: 1150 TT heard very feaintly ID as W9ZI hi, but no report sent as I didn't get a good enough log. 1:15, CHICAGO-630 Winnipeg heard on top of CML (right calls Bruno) v/-, logged until 1:24 fadeout but heard again later in the morning. Unk TT-1000 v/-: regular on/off, finally & 1000 ID's. I called TOP on 560, but all I did was wake up an announcer who was snowbound & he wasn't very happy to receive a phone call at that time of the morning from some nut setting him up on the air! KGCL? Many Nicaraguan on AF-DF: YID YH6 WY6 WY9 and one on 900 that I don't have the calls on. More DX on 2/6, KBNT-960 9-12, ID's. logged on c/- 3:24-3:29 v/ID's every two minutes on even minutes. KFLE-TEST quite well, considering CML was in like a top of bricks. They play in c/\&\, & announcer had - dulified Texas drum, logged 3:24-3:51. Jeff Kees, that was he as he was giving DX quite often plus reading of 9pm the previous night. UNK TT came on 3:51 & just about knocked my ears off. Finally KNOG logged from 3:50-4:03 for a break. When I started 3:59 they were nicely on top of WBN, but came 4am & WBN went 5am. UNK v/c/-, but I did get a couple of TNDable features for a good but short report. Only two verities: KKBX v/1 & KMBF v/1 mentioning only liv on TEST, but a very friendly letter & a nice addition. WHIC shed for March is 7-7, or 6-6 local time.

One last note: Can anyone answer what causes that hot on 1130 each night? WHIC back again, or what? 73 & no more blizzards!

Willis K. Lewis - 2514 Belmont Boulevard - Nashville, Tennessee - 37212

Today 2/6, DX-1958 & 2/7-8 postmarked & arrived on time. NX got much better since I've been a DX'er! Nov DX: 1/27- WYX-1600 ID C/2-13/4 am. 1/21- WKnf-1550 s/on 7:15 v/Lord's Prayer. 2/7- TT-1220 2:30 & on but never could ID. 2/11- TT vs. c/-/ on 1380 appeared to be Code ID of WYX 12:05-12:15. KSNS-1260 FS v/o WBTI frd 1:28, long needed. Only mystery of DX. Why that non-DA liv. has never made it in here before on many tries. WERA-1590 is needed here. KELP-1370 needed.

Sheldon Miller - 840 06 Street - Miami Beach, Florida - 33141

Not much new here. I happened to be listening to CB's-690 today, & during the NX it was mentioned that R. Progresq is installing new, high-power XRs in Oriente province. No mention of frequencies, but apparently they carry V.O.C.-AN (natch). DX: 2/6 nicaragua ER all over the place, newie noted on 590k. WHST-1220 La. noted on ET w/250 w, reported, 1:40am. v/- from W02-1400 says they have received a few other reports from the maineod. They are NSF/SS, & will verify taped reports. Their ZIP code is 00931 (San Juan). Veries are sure/few, w/many out a long time. The DX TESTS for 2/20 look delicious! Anyone got a KMM verie yet? This morning on the AN show, WABC DJ mentioned he got a readiogram from Juneau, Alaska, saying he was coming in L/C. 73 as they say in winter garden, Florida, "WABR." "We ashamed bad reports."
February 25, 1957.

P.O. Drawer 846 - Maid of the Mist - Niagara Falls, Ontario

I'm & wife are probably going to fly to NYC. I'm trying to radio Sarnia, ON, 1/29 I got up for RUN-960 TOTD (33), but I just have to tell story by 3:15 before engaging in definite logorrhea. Later I noted how St. Catherine station on 1250 tuning v/c to 1500, but 1080 still clearly audible in background. I read v/c not operation Dave Raymond's content that it would immediately stop - it did, so there was one of the last nice clear frequencies. 11/1500: Definite ID from WAC-1950 at 2:15; CKB-1000-DX surprisingly loud v/c and one of the two v/CPEB shop mini-micro v/c & DX; 1200-650 ET ID's: 27/1; new CKB-1250 London is apparently X-PN 70x on 1200 for quite a while at end. Ex 3105, must be directional kq from Toronto or still not ID in daily. Some calls are CKB, not CIL. One of my biggest thrills in DXing is, WAC-1010-TST audible out of the 3:10-3:17, CPEB actually heard a bit of a null over RX & perhaps v/c on 1200 v/c's helped too. KKB-1200 is good v/c/CPEB, Top 10, IL-1290 3:50 definitely a X-call & sounded like KBB to me. At both stations, IL-1290 announcing all except 3:20:00 & CKB-1200 on 3:50-5:30 ET KBK-1530-TST fairly strong at 4:04:19 despite KBK ET without TX. IL-1150 TST not noted till 4:12 unless poor signal, crude modulation, & music notes (!) someone voice - to 1A been real tough before 4am v/CPEB on. UTB-1140 along v/c carrier. SSB-725 c/o 4:29 monitoring World-Fire Radio. As other stations, CC at times on 730 but no IDs if from KKB. 2/3: WKB-1510 c/o 7:30am. 2/4: IL-1510 3/05 6:01pm; UTB-510 last appearance of season 6:05-6:12. 2/5: KKB-910 c/o 6:11; KKB-1145 c/o 6:11; CKB-CCK hacked by KKB-1150 on 5:20am, WDD-750 5:20; would you believe WKB-740 loudlable 5:27-5:30 c/o within 15 miles of CBL NR? I'll tell you, but it happened. UTB-730 v/CPEB, program. Then another goodie, heard WKB-990 added WKB-990 v/CPEB for a few Dec's, 5:36 v/CPEB in solid is v/c WKB-990 v/c 6:10 c/o; K-kale on 940, 7pm c/o.

Ursula Hagen - 126 Louisiana Avenue - Orchard Park, New York - 14127

Hi. All. DX: 12/28-1/31-500 11/29-11/850, or around there, try v/c/everything, probably due to Aurora. 1/20-KKB-1130 on 710, 1/17-1350 & c/o, v/c v/c, CKB-1270 Al. 1/3-2. 1/8: UBB-1350 simultaneous report 3:30-3:50c. 1/260 WKB-1140 c/o 12/17-12:30m, c/o is now 14th Thurs. 12/15-12:30. 1/30: CKB-1200 LAC 1:40-3 - KKB-1010-TST 3-3:15 v/C/KKB-1130 v/c, KKB-1200 c/o 7/31 TST 3:35-3:50 c/o. That's been it. I missed CKB & others due to faulty alarm. I got a new one now. Verdict: v/c- KKB-1510-TST CKB-1200 & KKB-1410. v/c-LUTD-1230 WKB-1340 v/c, KKB-1230-TST WKB-1330-TST HEB-1500. v/c-LUTD-1410 v/c info above) HEB-1530 (six months) KKB-1010-TST. Totals now 401/328. Glad to see somebody getting some PCQ's back this year. I'm O for totals. Last year I had 75% cleared & 20% tests. Beginner's luck, I guess. Coming soon I'll start by myself in the MARC. This is the third Club going & I intend to help it stay that way. That's why I'll sell JAC by file soon. Remember, there's only one place. It's KKB/1010 in '56-73.

Dye Pothet - 44 Green Lane - Green Ridge - Chester, Pennsylvania - 19014

DX here in Lat. So long for today. I'll report, even if it's just like this but I'll take the shorter - OK. DX can be cut in one word, laconic, but it seems to be improving a little more. Here-EX: WKB-1270 C 5pm on 2/5 & CKB-1220 on 15T 2:05m, both reported. V/c back from KKB-1300, partly filled-in but still fair. Alan Herrmann, shall we go 'pet' Jerry Starr, we can't let him get away v/c our a "DOV v/c? The 20/20 TSTs look good but what about the thing called school? That's the QRL, but it doesn't come from the radio. In the Correction Department, "V/Y" is number 2 now, not Brookhaven, my mistakes. Total Department: WKB went out 2/8 due to snow & noticed weak carrier there but nothing audible, too much snow stable. 2/9 CKB-1130-DX called out when they changed patterns 5:30 & CKB/1530 under, WKB c/o back on 4:37 & CKB still v/c, very loud in fact, then WKB hit it again 5:38, yeuch! I wonder if I'll be able to dig out of CKB-610 v/c; Admiral Wilson Loop was they run their DX? Hey, everyone better hurry & get WKB or ruin it that they are proposing change frequency from 1500 to 31.032 kHz, in. That's all, so 73.

NEW BED, BOYS - NO DIRECT WORDS TO ANY ONE INDIVIDUAL UNLESS TO ANSWER A DX QUESTION!
Saul Ash - 910 Melchen Avenue - Far Rockaway, New York - 11691

Here is my "shortened" mailing:

DX: 2/2- WNY-900 5:45pm e/off. 2/7- XKK-950 5:44-5:44
pm e/off, here u/ WPEN.
2/8- R. Rebelde @ 11pm.
2/10- WIBA-1580 @ 6:15pm e/off w/
promo for FM affillite, WTYT-971.
2/12-SM - Wanted WBSJ 12:59-12:31 w/semi-cl mx u/
WXR's OC. WNY-1440 @ 12:32 w/r, but quick fade. Evening, WAFG-500 6:15 s/off.
M: 2/13- KARK-920 @ 1:30 w/1I.
2/31, YNYW-850, R. Continental, Managua, ZMB-1340 @ 3:07, R. Reloj Nacional-1210, Cuban tick-tocker.
x/wVA-1170 off till about 2:15. I still would like to know what WUB-1280 is doing w/their signal. It seems like they are one of these stations that builds a tower just to put a light on top & warn planes that it's there, hi. I got a letter from Vin Ca aeosn, confirming my theory that WUBB-1280 is overmodulating. He said he visited their new studios in Merrick & saw the modulating meter on the XR keeping at a steady 100%. & judging by their distorted puffed-up signal at his QTH & mine, they must be doing it. '73 Yawheulskiday, from the Nashville Katz.

Dan Burstein - 57-10 225 Street - Bayside, New York - 11364

Hello all. The big DX in this DX den is that the 1967 WTHX came in on 2/11 no veries, though. Big news, hi. Norm Shacat must have made a recent equipment change as his loggings of late are tremendous. Could you please give me the address of HMC, R. ABC, Santo Domingo-540? (That is the address - ERC) I heard them on 2/2 & 2/7 w/solid logs taken both times, but WTHX doesn't list them. The book is slightly behind - they've got to sell supplements SOME way. IDXD has been great u/the Nelson negis, but the 2/11 section was only two pages! What say there, gang? I would like to see a yearly listing by frequency of everything mentioned in IDXD of the preceding 12 months. (Would you like to compile it, Dan? -ERC) Now for DX: 2/2- HMC-540 @
9:36pm, "Numero Uno en Santo Domingo"; WYFQ-1230 250w. @ 5:30pm. 2/6- Two SS on 699k, one a Cuban; who's the other? ID was Radio B-000," the word having five syllables.
(R. Barquisimeto, YNY, P. 240 in WTHX -ERC) 2/9- YNYW-700 R. Popular, Maracaibo, listed as 10kw; Pepsi commercial heard @ 9:31; CMN-600 I think, @ 9:50. This is a R. Rebelde affiliate although no mention has been made of this in recent bulletins. Could be they've changed.
2/10- WNYG became 3/2 heard on 800 u/CCLN/PUB, w/c w/mx @ 6:22; heard Dixie @ 6:30. WAPA-600 San Juan @ 8:15pm in SS, listed as 10kw. 2/11- Three SS on 1184, one is VOA, I need help w/the other two. Ch--R. Progreso, Camaguey
had a BS gene in SS @ 10:07, u/o WPAB. This seems to be a new Cuban (for everyone).
Some quick numbers: As of 2/10 66 foreigners heard, including 18 Cubans, ten Mexicans ten Colombians & seven Venezuelans, four in '67. A total of 293 BC stations heard since 1/65. That's it, & 73s.

Charles Bluhm - D-27 Brook Drive - Chester, New Jersey - 07930

Hi.

DX: 1/2- WIBA-1320 2:10am. WIBN-1290 5:30pm, WNYW-1060 5:55. 2/1- Illegal WNYF, Westfield, NJ, noted weakly on 60kw. I haven't heard 'em since so I guess the FCC got them. Also 2/1- WBSJ-1550 5pm; WBSJ-1550 5:10. 2/2- WYW-950 5:20pm. 2/6- WABY-1400 5:30pm. WKHB-550 6pm, WREZ-1550 6:15 s/off, WPLW-1460 6:20, VK-1000 6:125. WKIR-1270 6:30pm. 2/7- WREZ-910 @ 6:30am, WNJH-1580 6:45m s/on, WREZ-1550 7am w/a/w, WVWA-1560 7:05pm. Since we got off from school due to snow, I decided to put a new antenna up in the crawl space. It runs the length of the house (about 60 feet) & is my highest antenna. Trying it out on the evening of 2/7 I logged WEEB-1300 5:05pm, WSNY-860 5:35, WBNH-1000 5:50, WEEZ-7/15
5:05pm, WBNH-1310 6:15pm s/off, WNJU-1510 emergency snow broadcast which ended at 6:22pm. 2/8- WSNY-1290 4:55pm, WFMC-910 5:30pm, & another illegal, WNJH-1620 at 6pm. This was really something! They had about four DJs & even took requests at two special numbers. We called them up & found they are in Chatham, NJ, but that's all they'd tell us. They were still going as of 2/13, but I think the FCC is on to them.

7-rics have been coming in slowly w/a real nice v/1 from WNJU &they even returned my stamp. The CE asked me to pass on that they have a r/c every second Friday from 12:12:15am & also they appreciate all reports & will verify. One more thing: In a recent article, WNJH-1510 is supposed to apply for 10kw early in Feb., & if this is OK'd they'd be the most powerful station in NJD. So long.

--- Pearl Park Box 21 - Richmond, Indiana

Hi.

Wild week w/24 new loggings. 2/7- WNY-940 @ 6:20-m I&V o/KXEL.
2/8- WCIO-940 1-1:25 am ET w/new XR, antenna & site, still 250w. WKVM-810 PR @ 11:55pm, EE e/off-SBB. 2/9-
T.W.R.-Bonaire-800 @ 9pm I&V EE religious program. 2/10- WTAQ-1300 @ 1:25am TT.
2/11- WBER-1390 @ 1:30 TT. 2/13- WNYF-850 2:30am, WOOF-560 5, WAKE-570 5:25am. WREZ-910 6:10am, KOF-850 7pm, WIBA-1320 9am W: 30pm, WATL-850 6:15m w/a/w. Thirty veries sent out; KEEN KCLR Tests confirmed. 2/10/2171; DX 3:29. No fool's load of stuff.
Hi gang. DX has slowed down considerably since I moved downstairs into a new room. I suddenly seem to have more to do & less time to DX. Nevertheless, I have done some listening, & this morning I pulled off the somewhat surprising feat of logging four of the eight stations in Jamaica, all within the space of 20 minutes. First time I have heard Jamaica here. DX is like so: 1/23- KLAQ-1600 Col. @ 3:14am, easily logged w/KSP KYOK-1550 off that morning; WINZ-940 Fla. @ 4:05am. 2/4- WFAA-570 Tex. @ 3:23 pm; KOLB-1340 Tex. @ 4pm; KANY-1500 Tex. @ 4:15; KGUL-1500 Tex. @ 4:32pm. WM 2/13- KRIK-910 NM @ 2am s/off; KLZ-560 Col. @ 2:05am; KGDR-660 Cal. @ 2:0; KCSB-550 Tex. NRC DX barely logged @ 3:10am w/QRM from a Mexican & interference from my dorm. WXLD-940 La. ET from 3:30-4am, ID @; Jamaica-550 @ 4:15am s/on; Jamaica-590 @ 4:55; WXLD-790 Ga. @5am; Jamaica-700 @ 5:05; Jamaica-750 @ 5:10am. I got a verie from KEKX for their TEST. Total now are at 182/8. I've decided to replace the tubes in my RX, since it's several years old & has any replace. I hope it helps. It sure can't hurt. That's it for now. 73.

Dan Shaffer - Box 411 - White Hall - Huntsville, Texas - 77340

Latest news: WQX-1350 deleted; WYHD WO HOC. V/1-7KLR (not for TEST) WPCR KZB HOS CDOX HCOT KZMO INPT KTVN WYWD WTVG WWHO KUKR WWHO KUSB-TEST KBG BIRD KASI- TEST WATF K集团公司, DX WETG KBG KFRA KZRE DX KBVZ WZTV-1350 SD @ 1/22am testing. 2/23- WZTV-1440 Tenn. @ 3:33am w/TEST. 1/24- KBEG-1350 Mo. @ 1:52am testing. 2/25- KZRX-1440 Tenn. @ 3:05pm w/TEST. 1/25- WZTV-1440 La. @ 3:55pm. 2/27- WIZA-930 Ky. @ 2:27pm testing. 1/30- WZTV-1250 Pa. @ 2:04am. XEF-1100 5am SMS/r; WHBO-1150 SD @ 4;01am. (Note: KTVN was on for TEST 2/1-22, 1am in the clear after XEFK/KKND s/off @ 4am; TPHK-1250 SC @ 5:04am; WHBO-1250 Va. @ 2:31. 2/1- WBAM-740 Alle. @ 6:07pm w/RR; 2/2- WQX-1350 Alle. @ 1:45am w/ r/c; 2/4- WHW-1550 Alle. @ 6:20 w/RR; 2/6- WQX-1350 ND @ 1:25am w/; KFLD-900 Tex. @ 3:20am w/TEST. KEEL-1220 ND @ 2:33pm w/TEST. 2/9- WLOP-1750 Ga. @ 1:43am w/; KYA-1250 Cal. @ 2am. 2/11- WPAS-1330 Ind. @ 2:27am w/; 2/13- WPAS-1340 Ind. @ 3:33; KCSB-550 Tex. @ 1:12am w/NRC DX. The KEKX TEST tallied 60 reports from 19 states & two provinces. The farthest report was from NRCC's Roy Millar, a distance of 1,850 air miles w/Andy Rugg 2/2, a distance of 1,550 air miles. That's from "The Pinecone Curtain" for this time. 73.

Bruce Reynolds - Route 2 - Warrensburg, Missouri - 64089

DX has slowed down the past couple of weeks, but it should pick up soon w/a new set of headphones & a mechanical filter on order. 2/4 DX NEWS was a week late, so I didn't know about the WQX-1350 & KUSB TESTS. KTIE not noted. Two newsies heard, KGA-1510 was heard w/MBX 2W @ 2:30am s/off & WOKO was logged from 4:10-4:30am on 1460. This is on NM 2/13). KFRC-1440 was in/out w/KELS, good at times & finally enough for a report. One of those who enter for the '68 Convention site will take into consideration that Pittsburgh is much more centrally located than Boston, or either of the last two sites, Montréal or Eugene. If it's Pittsburgh in '68, I, for one, hope to be there. I'll step down off the soap box & a reminder that KBOX-1480 has gone c/w, I'll say 73. (Good! -EHC)

Norm Macquire - 2077 Kaliakua Avenue - Apt. 704 - Honolulu, Hawaii - 96815

Only one report out since my return to the Islands, KOC. I received veries in Albuquerque from YHOK CHG & WBO. When I went to log the CHG verie in, I found I had previously confirmed the station three years ago. One of the members recently gave the ZIP numbers for his local stations. I think it is a good idea, so here are the address & ZIPs of Cahu stations. For Honolulu: KAIM-870, 355 Eldredge Ave. 96816; KCCM-1520 150 Beulah Rd. 96819; KSA-1590 1534 Kapiolani Blvd. 96814; KFI-700 605 Kapiolani Blvd. 96813; KMA-1000 2559 Kaliakua Ave. 96815; KHIV-1540 1290 Ala Moana Blvd. 96814; KITK-830 3113 Kamani 96813; KINZ-1270 2310 Kuhio Ave. 96815; KOKO-1170 120A 12th Ave. 96816; KORL-650 2424 Kaliakua Ave. 96815; KUNA-800 Room 820.
I visited KOPY-1070, Alice, Tex. 2/11. Watch for 같이 tests Mon. & Tues. mornings through February & possibly early March. They're checking out new two-tower array & awaiting FCC approval for nighttime operation when they plan 24-hour operation. Present schedule is daytime only. D. K. Meek, Jr., CE, would appreciate reception reports. Address is Box 731. The Houston Chapter invites your consideration of Houston for 1968. We can offer once in a lifetime attractions for a great Convention-Vacation paradise. NRC Convention two days on the beach at Galveston & a day or two in Houston. Vacation attractions include HemisFair '68, the first World's Fair in the SW; baseball in the Astrodome; Mexico eight hours away; SIX FLAGS of Texas to the N; NASA a few miles from Houston; & the possibility of a taped Convention program for rebroadcast after your return home for Special program test. 1968 is the only year we can offer all this to make a trip to Texas a memorable event. How about Houston in '68? Let us know.

J. "Jim" Sheedy - 5337 Remington Road - #306-2 - San Diego, California - 92115

Hi. 2/12- WABR-1440 4:04am, KAM-570 3:08, KAFF-810 7:45pm s/off, KFTH-1500 7:08pm; 2/13- KFKE-560 7:01, KJTN-580 2 s/off, KFPG-580 6:59 s/on, WVHF-880 6:51 KFST-910 6:10, WMBR-920 6:32, KEZV-920 6:59 s/on, KFPG-950 5:54, KFTH-990 7:15, KFDM-1070 EM/TT 3:34, WKKO-1070 5:59 s/on, KLPR-1140 6:07, KFTO-1250 6:54, KHK-1260 6:13 KSPF-1370 7:31, WAYR-1410 5:10 s/on, KJUD-1550 6:46am. Good LA opening 2/15, but no sign of St. Lucie, B-404 or Monzerret-885, just HTF-1-805. I doubt if KREI-1370 was on, as I can pick 'em out during the day usually, I'll miss all those juicy DXes coming up; no FM, so no DX. How about some of energetic (??) youngsters trying to get some summer DX tests. Only time of the year I can DX consistently. Like to see what a station's log looks like. It helps to know the basic things that go into it. A stam will get up a couple. Kudos to our phenomenal editors, publishers & CFCmen. 73.

Mike Northam - 1840 Arget - Apt. 2 - Eugene, Oregon - 97403

Greetings, group! Perhaps I'm having the same trouble as Ernie regarding undelivered mail - only verie is KNTT v/1! (Yes, that must be it, right, ERC?) (Yes, unfortunately -ERC) DX restricted to MMs only, & even then I seem to be awfully tired. MM 2/13- No WQPA-1100, as KFAX' mail was only a mess of hydrolynes 1:30-1:50; KFAX had religious program at this time. KFPG-580 s/off no anthem 3:02# KQV-1430 under; no sign of CKMR on IRCA DX; darn, KAST-1370 s/off OK SSB 3am; KEEN-1370 s/off v/e/s
Lord's Prayer which is really somethin' else here. This left KREI-1370 in the clear on their TEST playing Town & Country mix & lots of IDs. They were on 300w rather than 1kw (at least from 3:06-3:15); KCRS-550 ID barely made it through CKRo/KAFF 3/25, that was all that was heard, a no report. Unid-1590 u/KHIO v/xx, definitely PST & IDs sounded like "The New KBDU" but could have been KFDF also. S/off no anthem 3:58. Can someone help me out here? KASK-1370 (unheard on 1/9 DX) was apparently AM this MM as AS/xx 4:05-4:15, but I don't remember much about DX. The highlight of the AM was 40D-1550 w/ABC ID & pipes @ 5am for my first DX & country #20 logged. I was just too tired to get overly excited, though, so no report this time (they'll be back, hi). I hope you're right about KARK & SC & WP'E traders, please drop me a line. 73a from CONVENTION CITY. (EUGENE IS THE SCENE!)

Dennis Waters - 1924 Hunter Lane - Clearwater, Florida - 33716

Greetings again to all. Recent DX: MM 1/9- KUHC-550 Tex. (Lady Bird's station, no?) @ 1:50, KPDB-1550 Ciel. really booming in @ 1:55, KNOC-1490 Tex. receivable u/the mess @ 2:52. 1/10- WCTC-1210 111. s/off 6pm u/WCWA. MM 1/16- KXG-590 s/off @ 1:4, KTRM-990 Tex. s/off 1:05, WMW-570 NY @ 1:20. MM 1/30- CKBA-1000 NS in eachly u/XTKQ w/DX, for report. 2/1- WBCA-1110 Atl. s/off 6:15, brand new on the channel. MM 2/16- W1G-1430 Ind. ET w/jingles 2-2:10, KORL-650 har, yippee! @ 2:30, ZBB-1340 Bermuda @ 2:45, KIAX-1600 @ 3:35, WPTW-1390 NY @ 3:45, WJSU-1320 Mich. @ 4:15, WOCX-1450 BY 4:20. Recent veries: WAFO-1310, period. Space Ash, WCY-1380 uses two towers at night, w/ cardoid pattern to S. I live ten miles from their XR (NW) & they put very little signal in here. Apparently WSOF-1580 is going hard rock, as they have hired two DJs from WQAM-560 as part of their announcing staff. To any Bostonian: is WX00-PM automated on the air yet? Bib Jackson Armstrong lives in clear channel radio, honey! 73s, GNIAP, & later. (Who's Big J Jackson Armstrong, & what is CWTAP, Dennis? -ERC)
I found out that the CBC AMsters actually DO have listeners! My grandma told me she sometimes listens to CBC when she can’t sleep. I didn’t have the heart to tell her I’m building an ICBM (Intercontinental Bomber) to be shot that-a-way sometime this summer. Only verie is WHAM v/q. I sure hope WJSA will verie. 2/9 Aurora. WYDE-650 6:30 pm v/WJW. WMYQ-1580 6:30 pm v/SBB. WJDK-1410 5:30 pm v/MVNT for a change. CMAV-660 // CMV-735 v/HIJU/VPQ. 2/13-14 More Aurora: Kuhoo ORN, generally poor CX. XEH-960 am., after two unidentified calls, SSB & mentioned 5kw. WOKE-1450 although not sure until DX NEWS arrived: week! 1:10. WCPA TEST early @ 1:19 but sunk down quickly & was barely audible. ID heard @ 1:30 & nothing after. 1:30 I heard ID "R. Rallic en Bogota" so HJCH, now. They were pretty strong later. I have a button set for WMYC so I started making around again & kept regularly checking back to 1100 but nothing except except. CPAC-960 1:37 & that’s all. Admiral Nelson is a really great columnist. I want to say a few words about song titles in reports, on a couple of points heretofore not brought up. First, I feel that if a station gives a title to a song, it certainly should be included in the report, on the general principle of completeness. And what if the station does not keep a musical log? Not many do, I guess, but if they do, then you have more verifiable info. And, how about a station w/an SCI? The DJ will often give the position of the song on the SC for the week. I count this a “half item” in my minimum of 3½ items for a report. In fact, I got a v/l from JIM on one item & six half items, mostly songs, but also one that the announcer said it was his birthday, hi. If in this area some needs SD, I bet the next two weeks will be great for ESS 6pm (except during Aurora, of course). In the list of 98 renewals I recognize about 35% or less of the names from Musings. Come on, you guys, Muse & make Ernie set his limits upward. Ernie, what would happen if you got, say, 100 Musings one week? 73 from The Editor's Comment. (It wouldn't do me any good to jump out the window, Bob - I live on the ground floor, hi - ERC)

Dick Traxx - 2195 Homestead Drive - Columbus, Ohio - 43211

Until the past few days I haven’t been too active due to a slump in CX here lately. Here is what I managed to come up with: 1/15- KFUM-620 @ 7:30am w/IPX. All other times PM. 1/16- WSRF-1580 @ 9:15 v/ri, WHU-1580 @ 9:35 v/WX. WQJ-1430 @ 10:13 v/ri. 1/17- KLCU-1580 @ 9:02 v/ri. 1/20- XPSQ-660 @ 7:15 v/IPX. KQK-630 @ 7:18 v/IPX. 1/23- WFRQ-660 @ 7:35 v/ri, WQJ-1350 @ 8:15, IPX. 1/24- Canadian skip in tonight for a welcome change from LA. CBW-990 @ 9:10 L&c o/WMKX, plus many others too numerous to mention. WMYQ-630 @ 6:25 w/ARC IPX. W-30- KJXQ-1350 8:35 v/IPX & mix. WHF-580 @ 9:14 w/community IPX. 1/31- WQJ-1350 @ 6:07 v/IPX, WQJ-1430 @ 6:15 v/IPX, CTRQ-730 @ 6:12 v/SFAX IPX & o/CRAK. 1/21- 80A-850 @ 10 w/ARC IPX, 8:10- KNWM-900 @ 5:40 w/c/w til 6:45 s/off, WQJ-900 @ 8:45 w/IPX. 2/13- KQK-630 @ 9:30 v/IPX & mix. KRTQ "Radio Television" @ 7:15 9:45 w/EE pop mix. WJU "America" 965 @ 10:17, KJSA-550 @ 10:31 v/WKRF w/ri, SS-555 @ 1:04 w/"Data on the Taxi" ID & mix. 2/14- Cadena Musical @ 5:55 SS, @ 10 w/EE DJ & mix. Closest unheard: WQJ-1350 @ 70 miles, WQJ-660 @ 70 miles, & WQJ-1260 @ 90. I am still working on loop & hope to have it in operation within ten days. Anyone v/loop ideas other than the NRC Special please drop me a line - I want to get ideas & meet NRC members too. 73 & DX.

JUST A FEW LINES HERE TO EXPRESS OUR APPRECIATION TO THE MANY OF YOU WHO EXPRESSED YOUR OPINIONS ON THE MUSINGS SECTION. WE ARE VERY PLEASED TO KEEP THEM AS THEY ARE!!
2/12 had a week-end 3:15pm on 70 w/ WWL off, undoubtedly "Voix de Cuba," everyone hears on Sm's. I turned on the SX-100 for DX 2/13 & it was dead as a doornail. Luckily I had just purchased a spare Knight set, so I brought that in, & it was worthless, so I came my GE Transistor radio & you believe, five new logs on it! I stayed glued to 500k w/much KKGJ on top, but heard only KYW/KWJ alternating atop until 3am when KVVQ s/off. At 3:00 a YL was heard giving s/off announcements. She mentioned 1,000w. & s/AT w/SSQ. This must have been CKRR, Salmon Arm. Quickly I turned to 1340 & "The Queen" was heard again w/KYLT, so this must have been CKCR Revelstoke/to 500. KYLT s/off 3:07 w/SSB. KREL-1370 Corona TEST weak w/much KKKO elopover but several good IDs. KKOI-1250 Twenty-Nine Palms r/c TT 3:29 w/KKW w/a lot of IDs. I then turned to 250 & several stations were heard. One looped N/S must be KAMY (or KARI). The other looped SE, both on AN RS & a TTR. TTR r IDed @ 3:55. KCMR, Midland, Texas for a welcome catch on a small radio. Who knows the SE RS After was? Any ideas. Other TTRs on 760, B/W w/KBBF, very loud & probably KXVO @ 3:40. Two TTRs on 940, both SE or E/W. One all TT, other voice & TT but no IDs heard. This also @ 3:50. Probably one was New Orleans. And final logs, "R. K-Too" KIWO-1260 Henderson Nev. s/off 8:15pm w/many singing "May the Good Lord Bless & Keep You" & heard in Medford, Ore.

Gordon Gray - S. 3310 Division - Spokane, Washington - 99203

While home for semester break, I brought my total to exactly 700 stations heard. 2/5-KFOD-1310 8:35pm. 2/6-KARK-920 ID @ 3:12. KSRW-960 3:15 beginning r/c. Also I heard them three mornings later on RS. WYLY-940 TP @ 7:20:30. Station @ 3:30: beginning test w/c/r apparently KFED-900, KGUS-940 4:02-4:10 w/c/r, w/ID SS-950 around 4:15, KCCN-1420 4:30-4:40 mostly w/WMK for one of the strongest Hawaiians heard here. KTLN-920 5-5:05 w/KX, WPNI-680 clear ID @ 5:42. KGCU-1370 6:45 w/c/r, KPGF-790 in w/ KOHL/KXXY 7:20-7:30 (ND #14). 2/7-KATT-1400 7:30am, KMAT-1400 s/on then, KSRG, 7-12. 2/8-KGOM-1410 w/c/ssb 8:05, but badly washed up by KDJT/KP2U. 2/10-KIIO-1400 8am s/on. Question - What type of format does WIS have on its AM program? (Good mix - ERC) N closest unheard stations are KBSF-1400 & KCVL-1270, both about 65 air miles away. Other much-needed stations are KSC-1400 KTHJ-1320 & KEEL-1490. Of course being only about two miles from the locals doesn't help the situation any. That's all for now, & as they say in Danville, Ill. WDAN - We Dred All-Nighters. 73.

Don Keskey - Hotel El Rancho - Box 235 - West Sacramento. California - 95691

Meager DX this week. 2/10 found KG5-1220 Bishop, Cal. on top of rash of 8:55pm for a few minutes. Log: 2/12-KWWG-1350 Ashland, Ore. s/on @ 10am followed by KSRG @ 10:04. 2/13-KREL-1370 Corona, Cal. on TEST. Not very strong from 3:10. KSOP began TT about 3:55 & covered KREL. Another report to KSOP but they didn't seem to answer anyone. Only other log of week was another on KASK-1510 in Ontario, Cal. who was running on 2/13. Very weak here, seldom better than S-3 but better log than I got for their 1/9 TEST. Verity not much better. It's in from KCLR-1530 KZTN-1460 & KKKR-1220, bringing total to 1,737. Many reports out. KZTN is my first WZ Vere, strangely enough. Box of vinyls & 50-56 DX NEWS plus other DX mementoes of that era arrived yesterday. Now where do I put them? I scanned through some of the old bulletins & found many interesting items. Remember when Roy Miller was being picked on for DXing by tape? Glad you won out, Roy. KHER-1600, Santa Maria, has changed calls to KBRK. All for now. C U in Eugene in '67. How about St. Louis in '68? 73s.

D. Gene Mettecocks - 1100 West 27 Street - Apt. 44 - Marysville, California - 95901

In response to Dick's query in the 2/11 DX NEWS, I phoned KPTL-130 in Carson City, Nev. today. Their operating sked is Mon-Sat. 9am-1am EST & Sun. 10am-11pm. They are monitored during their daytime operating hours as far as f/ps are concerned - no nighttime checks at all. I hope this info will aid the Eastern fellows in their attempts to catch KPTL. DXing remains at a minimum here due to still being on the honeymoon (I got married 12/17/66), attempting to finish two U. of Cal. correspondence courses before the time limit runs out & working long hours buying right of way for Cal. Freeways. I hope to build a loop this Summer & really go after the DX next Fall & Winter. Keep up the good work - the Club is great. I may make the Eugene shindig. (Thanks for the info, Gene, & welcome into Musings! - ERC)

Bruce Reynolds - Route 2, Warrensburg, Missouri - 64093

Just a note to say that KVI-1140 in Liberty, Mo. is now on RS. Feb/ s/off is 7pm EST. They play a mixture of news, leaning toward, & call themselves "Town and Country Radio." I hope this makes the deadline. 73. (It did, received Mon. 2/20-ERC) AS THEY SAY IN DURHAM, N.C. "WSSB." WARGING - STOP SENDING BADLIES" (bad reports)
February 25, 1967

Jerry K. Conrad - Box 91 - Walton, Kentucky - 41094

OK, so this Musing is mostly talk but pertinent to the subject at hand, I hope, huh? First DX here is almost nil. The only new logging since my last Musing is the cutoff from Cincinnati currently on 1611 w/about 6 watts. New veries: KFA-1214 Tirana, Albania, RHR-737 San Sebastian, Spain, BUE-1295 Phillipsburg, St. Maarten, KOKA-1290 Bryan, Tex, for DX Special. Totals now 554 verified from 36 countries. Verie percentage is about 70% now for the year w/o f/u's cut & several DX Tests; KAST, W5MET etc. & foreign reports which if they come back will up that considerably. I spent 30 minutes on the phone w/the Admiral 2/13 PM & plan to be in Boston 3/4-5, flying from Cincinnati the evening of 3/3. Movies of Kittanning will be/w/m me so watch out, Tullboc, Heinen & others who floated through the scene. I hope everybody who can possibly make it will do so. CN tells me to expect a good time & I'll be looking forward to seeing everybody again plus meeting a lot more. Last of all I like the chit-chat in DX NEWS. Let's try to work out some way of keeping it in without overloading any more our courageous editors than they are now. Several members have mentioned this in letters to me recently. Letters are fine. I currently write regularly or irregularly to 20 or so but nothing takes the place of general gossipy DX NEWS. Let's hear more on this. See you 3/4-5 in Boston, Cincinnati for '69! 73.

Alan Merriman - Box 6 - Fairfax, Virginia - 22030

Time for a few more lines. A good bit of DX being done here. 588 has been great on several evenings. Veries in lately: v/q - WKWC WSGB HARE-737 CMCA. v/1 - KFDR KMPW WBED WFRC CMCA R. Caribbean-800 WBEH WOCX WYNI KGSO WYNA. Here's DX: 2/5 - CTDX-920 @ 6pm. 2/7 - WPAC-1550 @ 5:00a, please for snowstorm. 2/8 - WQOK-900 @ 6:30. WQOA @ 6:18. KMPW-1490 to 7:15 power/pattern change. WFRC-1500 @ 8:15. 2/9 - WBEH-780 @ 5:45. KGSO-900 @ 5:05. WYNI-860 @ 6:20. WQOA-860 @ 6:32. KGSO-860 @ 6:40. 2/10 - WYNA-1550 @ 5:46. 2/12 - WKRZ-880 @ 5:40pm. 2/13 - WAPA-1100 @ 1:01, on early. CJOH-1290 @ 1:40, new station, now AN. WOKE-1560 @ 2:30, another new AN. 2/16 - KQXI-1540 @ 5:03. 2/17 - WQAT-1570 @ 9:16. WSBE-610 @ 6:31. If everything goes as planned, I will be in Boston on 3/4. I am looking forward to the trip. I replaced my tubes in my RX; it really does help! Enough for now. 73 & DX.

Jeff Kadet - 5047 Park Overlook Drive - Bethesda, Maryland - 20034

Veries: v/1 - KGCH WONY WCHW WNBZ WNBG WNBZ WNNY KKMZ. v/q - WQCM KMAQ. DX: 2/12, produced WNOY-740 e/off 6:15pm w/MBAM & WBNM's e/off, no CBL. Then on 2/14 I finally got a decent log on KBOA-830 from 6:16-6:31pm w/WMSC/CMCA, & w/WOBO not even audible yet. I also logged WKNR-710 from 6:36-6:46. 2/16 - WBRM-1570 "The Bad Guys" 6:16pm e/off & WPHO-1460 6:30 e/off were newly logged & reported. Two new 1050-ear bagged on 2/17 - WSHV-1150 from 6:20-6:29pm e/off. & WSHH from 6:20-6:36, c/w mx. 2/18 - WMAP-1270 f/e-TT 12:36-12:43am w/ID's almost every minute. The KQXI-1550 TEST came in poor to fair & all e/KBX & o/KXAR from 2:05-2:21am tune-out.

Ralph M. Johannes - 11 East Chippewa Street - Buffalo, New York - 14203

Hurricane-looking DX NEWS in & printed w/ v/q by WSGB-1540 (For 1/23 DX) w/note "We hear WSBK here in W.Va." (They do in England also! -RMJ). The 2/16 night storm only blew the coats off my roof antenna & across the street & many other places, the up-to-80mph winds - oh boy & even WNNM had to use diesel power. An illegal gang used Sat. & Sun. afternoons for a WMOO-820 here last week, they're silly juniors, but don't stop doing it, only change to/e. every so often. 2/13 was NO for WAPA-TEST-1100 only R. Victoria SS. 580 had CKY strong; 1370 on SSSR, 550 WQCM; 1740 WDNB/200%. 1270 was RS by WITM @ 4:25 etc. 670, WVRZ R. Rhodes strong RS 4:42-5:30am & WMAQ TTed @ 5:42oct. The rest of week, no DXing, as 1550 was CBE AN & I slept 2/18 nicely. Chuck Nader stopped in very enthused for a 2/25-26 DX-gathering trip to near Weirton, W.Va. Wayne N. still "waiting" for his Yearbook, the best book for f/u's info & that way you need not ask who signed your WITM? etc. YECBQYY. 73.

Andy Burgay - 16 Lake Breeze Avenue - Pointe Claire, Quebec

MM 2/13 was one of considerable frustration. Just before 1am I finally heard an ID from FAD-1223 & was ready to take a report on them when they quickly faded for good. Then I moved on down to 1220 where needed CKDR was pounding through, & wouldn't know it, they faded out, too! (SUCK? -EFG) I was about to curse XEB & go to bed when that 1220 SS instead ID'd as KDFR "R. Juventud" & stayed around long enough for a report, from 1:10-1:22am. It surely was frustrating to have those other two slip so quickly through my fingers. No news veries. 73.

REMEMBER THAT THE EUGENE FACTION OF H.R.C. IS PLANNING GREAT THINGS FOR OUR EUGENE-67 CONVENTION! ARE YOU MAKING YOUR PLANS NOW TO BE THERE? YOU BETTER! XEPT. 2-3-4!
Hi all. DX here continues to remain good, w/aauroral-type DX returning this week.
New stations here are: 2/14- WBRN-1240 @ 2:21am w/r/c, then CUTOY-1460 a few minutes later w/c/w. 2/15- WMJ-1220. 2/16- WAW-1220 @ 10:14pm w/no sign of usual WJAE.
2/17- KUS-730 @ 6:4:5pm, then new country in Surinam-725 heard @ 6:35pm. 2/13- NM: I brought in my most wanted station, KORL-650 for new state E @ 2:12am w/idecut around 2:37, also heard that WJ was KAKC-970 @ 2:53. 2/17- WAF-1070 @ 6:14pm. Reports out lately to CKBD-1000 for their DX; to WUBN-1460 for their r/c; KORL-650, & KVCN-1170, who were fairly strong today, 2/17. Only verified back is from WHKY-1200. WUMB-1010 was noted unusually strong @ SSS today; also WOSI-790 & WFIL-1070. NM 2/13, I noted both Philly rr stations, WFTI-560 @ 3:59am, which was quickly covered by WAAM @ 4, & WIBG-950 @ 2:19am w/GBF. What is rr station noted w/WIBG-950 @ 3:40am on 2/13, WAFN?
Norm Sheer, your 1320 NBC station s/off @ 2am was probably WBC-1320 in Scranton, which is listed as NBC & their address is 1520 No. Keyser Ave. Closest unheard station here is WJTO-1540, which is about 5 miles away & has a very severe null in this direction. Concerning Langenberg-1560, it would probably take a near-miracle to hear them, even w/600kw, hi. Only two 1560 stations have been heard here; WUMB & WAXU (verified); only four heard on 1600. I guess that's about it here. PITTSBURGH in '68.

Bob Eder - 383 West 17 Street - Hollywood, Michigan - 12/63

For some reason I didn't feel like DXing on 2/13, so only DX was @ SSS the week before. 2/10- WIEF-1540 @ 5:40 & KBBL-1550 @ 7pm. Also an S5 or FF on 1160 w/WHAM @ 7:35 - any ideas? 2/11- KNX-950 @ 6:59 w/ABC NX. To Lewis White & the rest of you in similar circumstances, you did not hear KLOE on their TEST of 1/30, as they were not on. Another TEST has been sked, so w/the clear channel they ought to get out far.

Today I received a CPC answer from KBJO-250 "I do not go along w/your scheme of getting your DX reports. If you are going to make a sport of it, then do so. I fail to see the importance in these DX reports that you fellows say there is... I do not make regularly sked tests of f/c's during the morning. Nor will I participate in any such scheme to set a sked just for the sake of a DX report... It is our policy to answer each report we get, & it is interesting, but of no particular value to us." I think this is a "no" answer, hi. Just some food for thought. More DX next time, I hope, & until then, 73.

Ben Dameron - 202 Governor's Drive - Chester, Pennsylvania - 13013

I was indeed surprised to receive a long letter in WW & v/a from CMCA-850 for a report off 3/26/66. Surprised, for several reasons. My two or three previous reports had gone unanswered & I had "rubbed it in" by telling them all the other Communist countries courteously verified my reports. Further, I had informed them to "stick to playing nice" as their "propaganda attempts were not very subtle & did not fool anyone." So they verified my report for my only Cuban variety & country #104 verified. Now, please don't construe this as a suggestion that the way to get verified is to insult the station, but I was about the same end of my rope w/the Cuban Communists, not only because they wouldn't answer me, but also because I can't stand their insults. By the way, CMCA is soon going AN, hi. Back to DX since last using. 1/22 was the last real good TA morning, & it netted me a verie from Langenberg-1560, which in itself is far from sensational except when you consider that this can only be done w/WEE off. MM 1/30 was a flop, though I did hear KXEN-1010 behind the WINN TF. There was a fair TA opening on 2/4, & the AM of 2/5, & many of the regulars were heard. Since that time most of the DX has been LA. MM 2/6, none of the Specials got through, & of course EJX & the CBC relays had control of 1370k. I tried for KED-1320 on 2/7 but succeeded in hearing only what sounded like WSMN on a test @ 2:40am. On 2/8, extreme LA CX were noted. 2/12, I caught WFTI-930 @ 6:15 s/off, & WBC-860 w/6:15 s/off. MM 2/13- The long distance Specials just aren't getting through this season, at least for me they aren't. Extreme LA CX since, particularly evening of 2/15.

Bernie Duffy - 1100 Croyse Road - Apt. 6-B, - Staten Island, New York - 10301

For a change I added a few DX catches 2/20. WAGC-1500 Andalusia, Ala. @-cing @ 2-2:15 & coming in quite well despite WJME's CC, & WWVA-1440 Cochrane, Ga. doing the same 2:15-2:30 doing equally well. That's all that came through for me through except for a l.a.

ank SS-820 1:45-2, maybe HJED, Cali. Veries this season are few & far between, i.e. w/vs from WAME Miami & WGBB Sutton, W.Va. Vls from CHYM Ont., WJTO Salem, NJ, WJDC Commerce Ga. & WGST Berkley Hoehn, W.Va. The latter is a very attractive lettered.

1/38 DX NEWS arrived on that date, coming as printed matter - that's speedy delivery.
February 25, 1967

D_X_ N_E_W_S_

Morris Sorensen - Box 95 - Emsdale, Ontario

Once again I don’t have much to report. 2/11- The new CJNS-1250 London, Ont. 11pm.

ERC, I think this must have been the one you had on 1/28 & 2/6 as CKS moved to 1240 about a year ago. 2/14- Unn CCFH-1340 written down for report at 7:14am. 2/15- Unn CJNS-1220 logged for report way u/WGAR 10:05-10:18pm. I wanted to get this one verified as it’s hard to say what the situation will be on 1220 here when the new CBER goes on. Recent veries have been: v/f- WINS-1340. v/f- WMAM-1450 CJOB-1250 (two days). CJOC began broadcasting on a 24-hour basis on 1/25. Their studios & offices are at Hotel London & their XR is nine miles S of the city. CJOC is owned by the Middlesex Broadcasters Ltd. & operates at a power of 10kW into a nine tower array. On the local scene, CKAR’s application for a satellite station in Bracebridge Ont. was denied because it was contrary to the EBC’s policy on satellites. CKAR now has a satellite serving Perry Sound. In case anyone is interested in the WX up here, the temperature dropped to 50 below zero a few nights ago:

Bob Jacoby - 555 East Alvarado Street - Pomona, California - 91767

Recent veries: v/f- KNAR WHEE KEPS KCOC KOMC KERR KITM. DX have been poor lately for good DX but here is what’s been heard. 1/29- XVET-1560 w/EE @ 4am, also K6LZ-1440 Mexico City @ 4:15am during K6R's silent period. Two very weak SS signals noted on 1350 @ 4:30am but not IDed. 1/30- WM- KOWB-1250 Laramie, Wyo. testing w/SS 3:25 pm & at least 3:40, also KCLR-1530 TEST was L&C here. 2/2- KLAD-960 Klamath Falls, Ore. very good @ 6:30pm off, 2/6- Ipcal KCW was off for some reason but the only thing there was KLAA. I also noted KUWU-1290 Ventura, Cal. apparently AM w/SS. 2/6- KEND-1220 TEST on weak but clearly readable o/CJOC. 2/13- KMHE-1450 Clayton, NM noted w/f/c @ 2:30-2:45am, KCOS-550 DX w/strong signal, also I caught a TT on 1240 w/ID @ 3:45am, the call began & ended w/a K so I'm hoping it was KEKL, Elk, Nev. which is a real rarity in southern Cal. 2/14- KRAI-1360 Rawlins, Wyo. copied w/f/c 2:15-3:4am. I was cut in Joshua Trex, Cal. a couple of weeks ago but could find no sign of the new KJST-1240. However I think they should be on the air soon. 73 & good DX to all.

Ernest R. Cooper - 438 East 21 Street - Brooklyn, New York - 11226

No ho ho - a few veries for a change. Most exotic one was on Bayonne, France-1493, 4 kw, plus v/f from WHTD-1270 WNSC-1450 & WBAK-1150, plus a non-verte from WBOC-1470 who state they s/om GMs 7:30 EST w/Dixie, not 5am w/SSB, hi. I guess I need my ears blown out, hi. DX this week, 11ke so: Sat. 2/18- KQXI-1550 TEST in way u/CBE 2:17-3:01, a few items logged between CBC records. The TT through, pierced through nicely. That evening, Aurora back with us, & I noted a dog-fight between WMBR-1220 & WBLT-1520 from 5pm s/off or WTHO at 5:30. WENR-1220 was atop 1220 w/booming signal 5:30-6pm, 6-6:15, WENR-550 of recent TEST time was in nicely to their s/off. They are NOT the ones w/the c/f version of SSB. MM 2/20- Up at 2:10, & @ 2:11 I heard the finish of a BB game between Santa Clara & Orientales on the Cuban on 1220 who then s/off. I was under the impression that that American game "beisbol" was banned in Cuba. Nice image or spur of WENR-1050 u/WSPV-980 today, but it disappeared during the few moments WENR cut off their carrier. 10:50 minus 1010 equals 40. 40 minus 1010 equals 970! Same in reverse for their double spur on 1090. WKGV-1550 a bit louder than was KQXI on Sat. but still CBE very formidable. Big news - WPTZ-950 is now c/f! They said so @ 4:25am as I tuned to see if WMAM was making it (uhm here). Unn WBOC-1150 in the clear but not too strong. SS-540 w/many singing commercials for a "gasoline" h:30 & on, I think a Venezuelan. WBCN-550 was off this AM & I heard what I thought was WBOC-550 until the guy/said it was -10, so CFRA, hi. Then at 4:45, the rooster voread on 580, & o came RFR, Point Galena, announcing all four BCB frequencies & two Mm, for a report. A surprise bonus at 4:55 as WYWJ, Maracaibo, c/f with the very beautiful Venezuelan National Anthem, foll-wed @ 4:57 by WKEA-580 s/cn-SSB, un. PM, an SS-555 11-12pm in & out w/slow fade, but unIDed. Probably Tic-Tac - we’ll keep trying for this one. That’s about it, lads - all is received through Tuesday. C U 17.

SHELDON MILLER SENDS US THESE STATION DATA ITEMS FROM BROADCASTING:

NEW STATIONS

1000 Jupiter, Florida 1,000 D-3
1050 Pabst, Puerto Rico 1,000 D-1
1090 Kingstown, S. Carolina 1,000 D-1
1110 Roseville, California 500 D-2
1130 Harrisonburg, Virginia 500 D-1
1340 Nogales, Arizona 250 D-1 CALL CHANGE: 740, WCAB, Cambridge, Mass., WXH

TWO ITEMS ON "RADIOLOGY" AT THE TOP OF THE NEXT PAGE. OUR THANKS TO SHELDON MILLER.
FACILITIES, from BROADCASTING, sent in by SHELDON MILLER.

810 W KVM San Juan, Puerto Rico, to 60,000 U-3, from 25,000 U-3, same channel.
1130 W SNE Cumming, Georgia, to 1,000 D-1, from 1410K, 1,000 D-3.

FROM THE P.C.C., VIA SEABROOKE:
CALL CHARGE: 530 K E W Q, Paradise, California, from KNQI.

HEARD SINCE LAST ISSUE
930 K E W Q, EX-KGL
960 K O O L New XR location; two sites, one for day, one for night. 5,000 U-2PCC
1410 K L E M New antenna system FCC 1600 K Z O N EX-GER

FROM STEWART DRACE OF THE N.N.R.C.
The 1967 Edition of "World Medium Wave Guide" is now available. Price is $2.50 plus 25% postage to World Publications, #1 Lindorfsalle, Hellerup, Denmark. This is the ONLY book available that gives you all World MW stations in one volume. I would also appreciate data on NRC Membership. Stewart received the last issue of DX NEWS, and we confidently hope he is now an NRC member.

ERNIE WESOLOWSKI SENDS WORD ABOUT ZIP NUMBERS
The C. "BUD" GREEN CO., Grinnell, Iowa - 50112, is selling Zip Code Books for $1.00. Ernie adds he likes his, and thought perhaps others might like to know about them.

ON THE STATION'S STATIONERY
2/15/67.

"Dear Mr. Cooper;

"I notice by the heading on your letter that you are the editor of the NRC.

"As Editor you may be interested in the following.
"I have filed many swl reports (including some from NRC members) in the wastebasket.
"It is amazing the number of report that I receive which say "I HEARD YOUR STATION ON THIS DATE, PLEASE CONFIRM". And many others which are almost as vague. You always answer swl reports which contain the basis material necessary for a swl report and which has been outlined a hundred times in a dozen different radio publications."

Sincerely, (signed) Allan Ray Machell, C.E., W5NO.

Well, boys - this is the second consecutive issue in which we have published a letter like this. Again - may we remind you that any such report as Mr. Machell describes is 100% against NRC policy. We are trying to stamp out this "kid stuff" in reporting to stations. We again point out that NOONE should send out a DX report that he would not care to see in print here in DX NEWS. We also want to thank Mr. Machell for taking the trouble to attach this second letter to my verification letter, to let us know that these ridiculous reports are still with us, and they are undoubtedly what is causing so many stations to turn their backs on ALL DX reports, good or bad. So, you who are doing this, take this thought to bed with you tonight - that by your devil-may-care attitude, just to get a verification, and an unwarranted one at boot, are quickly alienating the affection of countless Chief Engineers at many a radio station, and are thereby also killing a fine hobby. Take heed! This issue is being sent to Mr. Machell, along with our thanks for calling this to our attention.

FOUR SPECIAL TESTS ON MONDAY FOR L.B.C.A.
WACK-1420, Newark, N.Y. Album music and test tones. Address: Mr. Alexis V. Muller III, C.E., 11 East Union Street, Newark, New York - 14513.
CJAR-610, Truel, B.C. We don't have any data. 1,000 watts.
CKKM-1360, Nelson, B.C. Format unknown. No other info here.
CHTK-560, Prince Rupert, B.C. We do have the details here either.

LAST WEEK'S STATIONS
We are at a loss to explain what happened to them. They are a different brand than we had been using, and we began the new batch with Page 10 of the 2/16 issue, & cut Pages 10-11-12, then 1 & 2, on them. We had cut several pages here before the arrival of this issue, & we hope they are better, but after seeing them we decided to use more pressure to see if that will solve the problem. Please bear with us, and we are sorry for the messiness of these three pages.

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU IN CAMBRIDGE.
It seems that quite a goodly number of NRCers are planning now to be there on March 4 & 5. Why not also plan to be there? We trust that John Callerman will have details on exactly what is in this issue, otherwise we'll be meeting in Post Office Box 99, and it might get a little stuffy in there! Seriously, a good time should be had by all, so why not plan on coming? Our thanks to John for this fine invitation.
We wish to extend a most cordial welcome to another group of NEW MEMBERS. We invite the active participation of each of them in all phases of the club activities.

LARRY BERG, 51 THIRD STREET, COLOMBUS, VERMONT 05446
DOUGLAS R. MUELLER, 1545 HUTH ROAD, GRAND ISLAND, NEW YORK 14072
MICHAEL ETTEN, 64 COURT ROAD, WINCHESTER, MASS. 02152
HILTON POWELL, 728 NEWLAND STREET, JACKSON, MISSISSIPPI 39211
GARY PETERSON, 3705 N. W. 70, OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLAHOMA 73116
THOMAS HARTMAN, 179 DEWEY AVENUE, SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 10960

We acknowledge receipt of dues sent to Kittanning by the following members:
JERRY CONRAD, RALPH JOHNSON, DON EGGERT, RANDALL J. SEABER, RAY CRAWFORD.

MAURICE W. NITTLER, 4590 So. Julian, St., Englewood, Colorado 80110 rejoins.

FOUR TO GO! We wish to remind all members that publication of "TX NEWS" will shift to Cambridge, Mass. effective with the April 1st issue. That means that we have but four issues remaining here in Kittanning. Please direct all correspondence to John Callahan. We find it necessary to withdraw from most club affairs now. But we are most pleased that the club is in excellent hands and we anticipate that the vigor of younger fellows will reflect in bigger and better activities of this good old club! This paragraph is not intended as a "good-bye"; just a reminder that you should be getting used to the fact that headquarters are in Cambridge, Mass. and John Callahan, P. O. Box 99, Cambridge, Mass. 02138 is our Executive Secretary.

MAILING RSS pens a note to inform that WMM 1090 Sidney, Ohio lost their tower in 7000 g wind, but was noted as early as 2/22 to have returned to the air.

Sorry that we again have a few pages with stencils that are not clearly cut. No time here to recut them, but we understand the problem at least. We furnished Ernie with a new type stencil which requires more tension to cut through the film. Ernie was not aware of the problem, and had several pages of this issue cut before he learned of it. We are happy to say that the new stencils are of improved quality, and with the extra tension on his electric typewriter they cut a beautiful stencil. Next week should be improved.
DX conditions have been anything but dull during the past week. The night of 2/12-2/13 provided some excellent reception from several TA regions, especially Germany, England, France, and Iberia. Outstanding reception from South and Central America was noted on 2/17 and 2/19. Dangerfield, Pa., notes "IA CX still prevail here, with most of the signals coming from CA and Colombia. TA's only in the form of weak hets, the only good signals emanating from Senegal-764 and occasionally CSB-9."

Part Cronin passes along the following little item from the AP newswire:

"Havana Radio says Cuba is setting up its most powerful and most modern broadcasting station in San German, in Eastern Cuba. A broadcast monitored in Miami today said that the 150,000 watt transmitter will be inaugurated tomorrow, using Czech equipment. The station is expected to reach Haiti and the Dominican Republic to the West, Jamaica, Colombia and Panama to the South, and the Bahamas to the North." We wonder which of our sharp-eared members will be the first to log this new transmitter. Would you believe AM-7 on 680?

Pakistan plans to set up two new 1000 kw (i.e., one megawatt) transmitters, according to Merv Branks of the NZIXRL. Almost certain to go onto even channels. (Ed)

Rich Heard of Alaska seems to have grabbed the honor of first North American reception of the New Zealand pirate station, Radio Hauraki-1460. New Zealand DX'er Dallas McKenzie was actually listening to Hauraki when Rich's letter was mentioned, according to the latest IRCA bulletin.

Radio Tirana's new high powered transmitter, which is being widely heard on 1214, is operating with 250-300 kw according to the December ASWLC bulletin. There was no indication of where this information originated, however, so it may well be just a guess on someone's part. As far as we know, no power information has been mentioned on any of the numerous QSL's received for this one.

Sweden Calling DXers recently carried an item about "Radio Free America to be anchored off the Californian coast and (to) broadcast 18 hours per day," according to Randy's DXSW section this week. It may well be located near one of the large fishing banks off the coast, judging from the odor of this report, adds Admiral Nelson.

C.M. Stanbury sends along a short note which seems to be a correction to the list of HW beacon stations which we printed from S9 some time ago. To quote his note as we received it (including the "(sic)" supplied by Mr. Stanbury himself):

"I have a further communication from T.X. Thrush. He advises (sic) that the list of 10 (sic) Honduran ECO beacon which appeared in your column of 1/7, page 2, complete with your notation that we applaud the DX scholarship (sic) of the unknown S/9 author is fictitious, (sic) i.e., none of those beacons has been on the ECO for at least 10 years. Since the myd (sic) 50s all have either been deleted or moved on to frequencies below the ECO. "Best, Stan."

Thanks, Stan, we're passing your information along in the hope that it's relevant. (But Admiral Nelson can't help wondering if it's not an attempt at sic humor instead.)

Plans for the big Boston get-together promise a great time for all. In addition to most of the Greater Boston area DX'ers, we have definite word that Jerry Conrad and Alan Merriman will also attend. We plan to meet at Callarman's place Friday night (3/3), and to transfer the meeting to Admiral Nelson's on Saturday. See you there!

Cuban verifications have suddenly begun to arrive in large numbers. Anyone who's given up on this country should try a report to Director Angel Hernandez. Address Calle N #266 or Apartado 6951, Havana. Seems to be a policy change.

The rumor currently circulating to the effect that the NRC has received up to $300,000 in funds from a certain government agency is definitely false. The current salary of $100,000 per year awarded to the NRC triumvirate is totally derived from excess dues payments. We refer any further inquiries to our agents in Crystal Beach, Ontario.
The editor calls your attention to a new Mexican on 1135, and to persistent mysteries on 535 and 665 kcs:

525 Costa Rica. Radio Rumbos in Cartago, 250 watts. (Gleason, IRA)
535 Unid/Wardword Islands. Unid SS at 0115 s/off 2/6. CA I think but modulation just doesn't make it when the announcer speaks because of his low voice and my high noise. (Keene, Texas) Mostly W4B here, but some audio & good SAH from unid. (Ed)
550 Jamaica. RJR noted w/little QRM on 2/11 2050-2200. (Ross, N.Y.)
560 Unid SS. R. Rumbos, weak on 560 (possibly a little lower) on 2/7 2215-2235; looped Venezuela and seemed // to R. Rumbos on SW. (Fair, Texas) YVIX-560, Walt.
575 Costa Rica. Cadena Musical, San José, 1kw breaks from 675 & 925. (Gleason, IRA)
580 Mexico. KXAV logged 0601-0607 on 2/8. (Fair, Texas)
600 Ecuador. New station, HC-2, R. Musical, Guayaquil, is 1 kw. (Gleason, IRA)
615 Nicaragua. YNM, R. Diffusora Nacional w/concert mx 0119-0125, MM 2/6. S5... (Edmunds, N.Y.) Logged for report; on late w/ER 2/7 0240-0300. Many other YN's on. (Herriman, Va.)
625 Costa Rica. TIRCA hrd 2/9 w/very good signal; US pop mx 2225-2245 and later. Announces "La Voz de la Victor" after each record; no QRM. (Reynolds, Calif.)
640 Cuba. CMQ 36-7 at 0140-0145 on 2/13. (Edmunds, N.Y.)
650 Guatemala. TGW, L.V. de Guatemala s/on 0800 w/marimba mx. Loop A over CMQ. (R'Ilds) Guadeloupe. CRTF all alone 1800 2/9. (Bf)
665 China. Peking quite good 0420 2/13 w/man in Mandarin. (Reynolds, Calif.)
670 Venezuela. YVL all alone 2130 on 2/19; no trace of WSM but SAH. (Ed)
680 Unid. Unid SS LA hrd 2/14 most of the evening w/strong but very distorted signal. Typical LA type programming but I couldn't catch the ID. At one point I thought Mexico was mentioned. (Dangerfield, Pa.) 2/14, very badly overmodulated station in SS ID as R. Emisora en Portuga; this in SS and not PP. S5 signal 2215-2250 for best TA signal since early December. Since when did they start modulating like this? It's terrible! There is a second stn here but much too weak to tell anything about. Who? (Conrad, Ky.). Too much WNAC splatter here. (Bf)
695 Nicaragua. YND, Union Radio S6 0257-0300 2/6. (Edmunds, N.Y.) Noted AN w/ER 2/6. (Hoogerheide, Ore.)
700 Costa Rica. NDM stn, Sanora Musical, San José here w/1kw. (Gleason, IRA)
725 Colombia. HUXN, R. Tricolor, Bello. Noted AN here 2/13; apparently slipped off 670. Some hit from unid SS on 675. (Cooper, N.Y.)
740 Cuba. CMBC blasting CBF 0128 on 2/6; also 0130 2/13. (Edmunds, N.Y.)
765 Nicaragua. YNSC well over WLM AN w/ER 2/6. (Hoogerheide, Ore.)
765 Puerto Rico. WJT logged to s/off in SS and broken EE 2257. (Foxworth, N.C.)
780 Surinam. SRS stronger than either 720 or 730 2230 s/off on 2/14. (Conrad, Ky.)
790 Ecuador. HCS4 (?) Chone, "Radiodifusora Libertad" hrd weakly after 0500. Only S5 w/loop MM 2/6. Good catch if only 250w as listed. Not enough for report. (Reynolds)
795 Nicaragua. YNX on MM 2/6 w/ER; network ID as R. Nacional de Nicaragua. Also noted YNBD-590, YNKN-885, YN-1000, 700, 675, 850 in same net. (Keene, Texas) In well same nts; slight QRM from weak second SS, seemed to loop SA. Who? (Starr, O.) S5 0134-0140 2/6 w/WSB QC and TT. Power? (Edmunds, N.Y.) Same. (Hoogerheide, Ore.)
800 Unid LA. Hrd 0630 MM 2/6. Looped C. America but nothing listed there. Too weak to ID, but carrier still strong after 0700. Help. (Reynolds, Calif.)
800 Guyana. Strong 2/13 at 1825. (Sperry, Conn.)
804 Senegal. Dakar very good S8 w/FF talk 2/13 at 0207. Better then I've hrd them lately. (Keene, Texas)
805 Costa Rica. TII, R. City s/on 0600 2/6; only S4-5. No copy, HNL. (Reynolds, Cal.)
812 Colombia. HJEW, R. Atalaya good signals most all AM 2/12. Announcements between
every two or three selections. Very clear ID at 0245 w/Big Ben bells of all things. Good tape sent. (Starr, O.)

820 Guatemala. TVTG; R. Internacional at Colorados HJED 2145; organ mx & ID 2/8. (Silvera, J.)

810 Venezuela. XVIV, Upata, R. Guayana presumed to be the Venezuelan hrd here 2/13 from 0513-0536 w/HJED off for the first time in years. (Cooper, N.Y.)

830 Argentina. LF8, R. Rosario, Rosarito definitely ID’d here 2/13 w/WCCO off; hrd 0427-0457 to s/on of YVLT and had QRN from yet another SS stn, which could have been LN in Salta, Argentina but undiscovered. Both faded in and out w/each other from S2-S6. (Cooper, N.Y.)

830 Venezuela. YVLT, R. Miranda, Los Teques definitely ID’d 0454 s/on w/vocal Venezuelan anthem, knocking out the above and held until 0520 when welcome WCCO suddenly blow in with a test. (Cooper, N.Y.)

Unid SS. On FM 2/13 about 0340 w/weak signal. Was killed when WCCO began test at 0342. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

834 British Honduras. BHBS copied 2115-2140 on 2/9. (Moore, Mass.) 20 db over S9 at 0700 s/on Sun. 2/12. Equal to 50 kw locals but only for ½ hour. (Reynolds, Cal.)

840 Panama. HON32, Ecos de la Montana, Boquete tentatively the one w/ads at 10:12 on 2/8; strong QRN from CMH, HJII off. (Silvera, Jamaica)

840 Colombia. RHCW noted w/excellent signals 0410 2/6 until 0216. Finally at 0217, an ID. Location and power? Santa Marta, 10 kw. (Ed) Great signals all AM 2/6. ID at 0200 w/Santa Marta in very deep echo. If you hear it, you can’t miss it. (Starr, Ohio)

840 Brazil. ZYDD, Salvador de Bahia logged 0245-0310 2/13. (Sperry, Conn.) Probably ZYDD at 0310 w/DJ show on 2/13, but I wouldn’t bet on it. Casual talk show, but signal not quite strong by 0400. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

840 Mexico. KRF6 on 2/8 at 0645-0652. (Fair, Texas)

850 Nicaragua/Alaska. YNAW over KIYX AN w/ER 2/6. (Hoogerheide, Ore.)

850 Peru. CA44A, R. Nacional, Lima in quite well at 2330 2/14. Carrier much stronger than modulation. (Reynolds, Calif.)

850 Costa Rica. TISS (correct call, Don) hrd S9 after 0600 on 2/6. (Reynolds, Calif.)

850 Guatemala. TGU, R. Nuevo Mundo loud and clear 2/8 w/s on 0700; 30. (Fair, Texas)

851 Swaziland. R. Swazi island radios broadcasts in EE and Swaziland; is also commercial, several South African made commercials noted, gong notes in between. IS is the "Gilongo", a Swazi instrument like trumpet. (World Radio Bulletin)

860 Nicaragua. YNAW, R. Libertad, S5 0220-0255 2/6. Power? (Edmonds, N.Y.) Listed 10 kw and so stated on QSL, but I suspect more. (Ed) AN w/ER 2/6. (H’heide, Ore.)

860 Monserrat. Hrd w/HM on 2/6. Was 15 ops apart, then 13. (Foxworth, N.C.)

890 Haiti. 4VEU noted often w/WLS and WXX; especially good 2/7 and 1930 in EE, not //1035 then. (Foxworth, N.C.) Noted w/EXCELLENT sigs 2/13 w/mx at tune-in at 0458, 4 sets of chimes for 30 sec. beginning at 0455. Then apparent NA until ID at 0457 in EE; then SS programming at 0458. EE sked 0600. (Carlson, Mo.) TGI’d at 2000 on 2/15 but no much QRN that log could be taken. (Dangerfield, Pa.) Logged o/a Cuban 0505-0620 on 2/13, w/WLS off. Lovely xylophone mx to 0515, then switch to SS religious pgm. (Cooper, N.Y.) Logged w/good signal on 2/8 2042-2115 //1035. In EE. (Kerriman, Va.)

890 Fiji/Japan. JOKH, NHK-1 Sendai hrd S5 at 0400 2/13 above the Colombians. Fiji also audible by turning loop. (Reynolds, Calif.) Hrd 2/13 at 0453 and on in Japanese. (Seaver, Calif.)

890 Korea. HLKB, Pusan hrd S4 on loop 2/6 at 0820 for first Asian in some time. (Reynolds, Calif.)

900 Unid SS. Under KFPRB at 0415. Have never seen a SS reported here this early; 2/6. (Hoogerheide, Ore.) Probably YNAW on W/W. (Ed)

925 Costa Rica. Musical Juventil, San José, new R&R stn here, 1kw. (Gleason, IRCA)

950 Unid SS. At 0415 2/6 o/u w/GET on ES. Any ideas, GPW? (Hoogerheide, Ore.) LR3?

965 Nicaragua. YNLU S5 //1000 0233-0238 on 2/6. (Edmonds, N.Y.) Listed 1 kw, Russ. Ed Panama. HCP, Onda Popular, quite good after 0600 s/on 2/6. Also 0000 1/24. (R’lds

925 Puerto Rico. WPRA, Mayaguez S9 plus at 1830 2/7, 4 solid minutes of ads. Not audible at all next night. Reported by tape. (Foxworth, N.C.)

**1000 Costa Rica. New 1kw Monuments network in Puerto Limon here. (Gleason, IRCA)

1015 Unid SS. Hrd 2/13 at 0509. HJAI? (Seaver, Calif.)

1020 Unid EE. Someone here MM 2/13 w/KDRA's ARQ CC test, seemed to give the owners name as "The Richard Cox Broadcasting Corp." (02/24). Then after a fade-out, they had nx in SS 0036-0045, then mx and then, wmmr-KDRA put on its regular 50kw XA and that was the end of the MM. (Und. (Cooper, N.Y.)

1025 Colombia. HJER, R. Pacifico de Cali quite good 2315 w/mx 2/11. (Foxworth, N.C.)

Costa Rica. S/on 0600 MM 2/6. Announcer had a very low voice most difficult to understand (if I understood SS M1). Annex "TTAC, R. Fídes". (Reynolds, Calif.)

1035 Haiti. 4VEC quite strong and clear 2200-2300 w/EE religious pgs. (Breville, Mo.)

Pgm of Waltz mx hrd from 2100 to 2130 and later on 2/9. This seems a departure from their regular religious pgs. Also past sked s/off time. (Reynolds, Calif.)

1040 China/Venezuela. Peking began to QM the Venezuelan at 0525 2/12 w/mx and man and woman talking. Was quite loud at times (in and out w/YVLL). Very loud at 0645 w/clearness on man and woman talking. (Reynolds, Calif.)

Unid SS. A "R. Mill" believed HRWI had s/off 0203 12/2, WHO off, but missed ID. (Foxworth, N.C.)

1045 Panama. BOJ-2, Las Tablas strong 0215 2/12; ID after each record "Ondas del Canalajagua, Reloj de la Republica" plus time which was 2 minutes slow. Some local ads. (Foxworth, N.C.)

Good signals w/WEZ looped. Mx pgs at 1820; commentary at 1900. Faded by 1900. Tape sent on 2/11. (Starr, C.)

1075 Costa Rica. TTPC strong at times w/EE religious pgs ending 2300. (Breville, Mo.)

1080 Venezuela. YVQJ, Barcelona in the clear w/Notirumbos w/ARLD off at times on 2/15 between 0500 and 0600. (Seaver, Calif.) S/on at 0459 2/6 w/anthem and plenty of ID, then R. Rumbos nx pgs (2 men alternating and many chimes). Very loud for a few minutes. (Reynolds, Calif.)

1085 England. BBC Midlands. Mx at good strength 0200. 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)

1097 Spain? SS stn occasionally on top of hats and good from 1810 on 2/4. One carrier off at 1904:50 leaving a weak musical stn in clear. Out before any ID could be made. (Moore, Mass.)

1100 Colombia. HJAR, R. Reloj w/loud signal at 0440 2/6 w/enjoyable pgs; a bit different from usual Latin stuff. (Reynolds, Calif.)

Costa Rica. T. Columbia, San Jose, pgs 2, separate from 725 & net. (G'son, IRCA)

1115 Panama. HOS25, R. Mía hrd 0525 MM 2/13 w/weak signal that sometimes gets quite strong. Splash de 1113 hindered r.t. (Reynolds, Calif.) On top here at 1915 announcing R. Minuto and R. Minutera 2/5. (Moore, Mass.)

1120 Venezuela. YVNF, Maracaibo hrd in clear after 0500 1/23 even w/poor cx. (R'lcs)


1135 Mexico. New one here w/strong signals (56 2041-2118 s/off 2/18). Gives frequent ID as "XEBF, R. Treece" which is SS for 13. Listed in FMUS as projected on 1151. (Reynolds, Calif.)

1140 Guatemala. TGT, R. Sonora w/px and ranchero mx w/WMIE and jammers at 2324 on 2/8' (Silvera, Jamaica)

1140A Haiti/M Nicaragua/Unid LA. On R. Wood's indulgence I decided to see what could be r/r hrd here. There is 4VAB, R. Caribes on 1146 and HOP49, R. Universal Panama on 1147. However, there are at least 2 more and possibly 4. YMRC, Ondas de Segovia, Estelí Nicaragua hrd first 2/8 at 2306 s/off; legend not hrd but calls and location mentioned, s/off nightly at about 2310, leaving a very weak unidentifiable mx. On 2/13, a stn s/off at 2316 w/unidentifiable could be Honduras or El Salvador (not familiar w/these anthems) or possibly the Haitian. However, another 1141 ran past 0200 w/ranchero type mx and dedications; no ID's, not even TC's, however. Believed to be Ecuador. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1146 Haiti. 4VAB, Port-au-Prince hrd on this freq after 0500 1/23 w/weak sigs. "Ici R. Caribes" in FF. (Reynolds, Calif.)

1150 Mexico. XEGP, R. Variedades dominant 1/30 all AM in SS, natch! (Carlson, Mo.)

1157A Mystery SS. Very powerful stn w/many mentions of "Cuba" hrd on car radio on 2/18 while passing through Tewksbury, Mass. at 0030. Signal suddenly disappeared 100 yards North of Ipswich River; obviously located very nearby. Several ID's as R. America hrd. Seemed to be swallowed by WCOIP sidebands. (Ed)
1170 Ecuador. HCRH4, R. Bahia, Ehhia, 1kw, soon to move to 650 or 660. (G'son, IRCA)
1175 Costa Rica. Seems to be TICA as slogan sounded like major -- Colombia, possibly for R. Colombia, Very strong 2100 on 2/13. (Dangerfield, Pa.)
1178 Okinawa. VOA coming in quite well w/oriental language 0600 2/12. (Reynolds, Ca.)
1189 Unid LA. SS stn occasionally quite strong 2/11 2000-2200 but faded during most announcments. 1189-1190 a mas of hets as bad as 1200 kcs. (Moore, Mass.)
1190 Haiti. R. Grand Anse, Jeremie as per letter from the station has been silent a good part of Nov. Is waiting for repairs on power source. Plan to use 150 watts on this channel when back on the air. (NZDXT)
1194-7 Unid LA. SS stn noted 2110 on 2/6. (Moore, Mass.)
1196 Germany. VOA Munich fair 1747 on 2/4. (Moore, Mass.)
1197-5 Puerto Rico. ACE, Armed Forces Caribbean Network hrds here most nights but usually very weak. Noted at 2250 on 2/4 w/pgm of light mx and then w/AP mx and and sports 2300. Seems to peak after 2300. Good catch at 50 watts. (Moore, Mass.)
1204.9 Unid LA. SS stn hrds 2000-2300 2/4 and nightly since. Very weak. Perhaps Ecuador? (Moore, Mass.)
1205 France. Bordeaux I in w/beautiful signal at 1749 on 2/4. (Moore, Mass.)
1206.0 Unid. Very weak stn hating the one on 1204.9 in the evening on 2/4 and nightly since. (Moore, Mass.)
1210 Japan. JOCOR, Osaka first TP in weeks 0355 2/6. (Hoogerheide, Ore.) S5 w/mx and singing in Japanese at 0605 2/12; fading badly. (Reynolds, Calif.)
1214 England. BBC Light Pgm. One of many BBC outlets noted 0155 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)
1220 Colombia. HJCR, R. Juventud, Bogota logged 0110-0122 on 2/13 at fair level. It surmounted initial CKD QRM and eventually drove it into the mush. (Rugg, Que.) Dominican Republic. HNB on top of XEB 2318-2330 2/8 w/pop US mx. Gave time and "R. HLN" between records. Good material for report. (Reynolds, Calif.)
1223 Unid SS. Weak SS 0310 2/6 but messy signal. Is HJCR still AN? (Hoogerheide, Ore.)
1223 Spain. RNE. Madrid very weak w/one ID 0059 on 2/13. Nothing but a weak OC was audible on the freq after then. (Rugg, Que.) ID 0200 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)
1235 Bermuda. ZEH1 noted with beautiful signals on NM 2/13 all AM. (Ross, N.Y.)
1285 Unid LA. Hrd w/weak s/on and anthem 2/13 at 0559. TNRS? (Seaver, Calif.)
1286 Portugal. R. Renascença, Lisbon. PF pops 0210 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)
1291.8 Colombia. HJEC, Cali noted 2212 on 2/11 w/station ID of "HJEC Onda Larga, RGN, Radio Cadena Nacional" This must be the one noted by Dangerfield a few weeks ago. (Moore, Mass.)
1295 England. BBC European Service EE by Radio 0155 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)
1300 Sint Maarten. PJD2 in very well 2/13 at 0540. (Seaver, Calif.)
1340 Bermuda. ZEH2 // 1235 also w/strong signals on NM 2/13 all AM. (Ross, N.Y.)
1340 Mexico. XENG? Not sure about the call; got them 2/13 at 0650. (Fair, Texas)
1350 Mexico. XEQK very loud on AN RS 0345, 2/6. (Hoogerheide, Ore.)
1353 Honduras. HMOE. R. El Patio, La Ceiba hrd w/good signal 2340 on 1/15. Loud w/pop US recordings for 10 minutes then faded into the 1350 splash. (Reynolds, Calif.)
1367 Portugal. EN. Porto. Pops 0215 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)
1370 Unid SS. Who was SS on 0300-0330 on 2/6 when KXLFP DX was to be on. Mentioned Negales - so could be XEBF but signal was too erratic and DF towards S. America. Colombian? (Hoogerheide, Ore.) SS noted two Mi's in a row w/fair to good signals 2/6 and 2/13 but no ID. Who? (Carlson, No.)
1376 France. CRTF, Lille. France-Inter 0100 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)
1385 Haiti. 4VS FF w/mx 2045 on 1/24 w/weak signal but strong carrier during very heavy rain. (What? In California? Ed) By 2140 the Dominican HISD took over W/organ mx and dramatic readings. Good HISD report. (Reynolds, Calif.)
1400 Cocos Is. VKW, 100 watts is on the air 2230-1030 w/pgms for airport personnel. Station is operated by volunteers and has an extensive tape and disc library. Has ABC and SADC programs and carries some R. Australia pgms. Stn has been hrd in Malaysia and is operated by Australian Civil Air Department. (NZDXT)
1484 France. CRTF atop w/much talk by man, 0130-1215 f/out on 1/21; rpt sent to Paris in hopes of a really exotic veriey of syncro Lijon and Poitiers, 1 kw each! (Cooper, N.Y.)
1493 France. ORTF, Bayonne hrd at the same time as the above and with the same programming, mostly FF talk by man. (Cooper, N.Y.)

**1500 Costa Rica. Columbia network in San Isidro, 1 kw, NEW stn. (Gleason, IRCa)

1510 Japan. Presumed to be JOZB w/5 kw hrd 0620 2/13 w/weak signals. Other Japs listed only have 1 kw. NHK-2 p/m but couldn't catch ID. (Reynolds, Calif.)

1515 Colombia. HJJ4, R. Minuto S7 on loop 0400 2/6 w/slogan and time after each record. (Reynolds, Calif.)

**1518 Colombia. HJGX, R. Progreso de Cordoba, Lorica is one here. B.D.'s and E.C.'s unids. (Silvera, Jamaica)

1525 Costa Rica. TIREAW will join the Columbia network. (Gleason, IRCa)

1535 Colombia. Unid HJ here is La Voz del Potrales (Randy's carbon unclear, could be Patrales- Ed). (Gleason, IRCa) Detective work seems to indicate this one is HJDB, R. Sevilla, ID is similar, belongs to RCN. S/off nightly is 2302. Good on 2/15, 2115-2130. (Dangerfield, Pa.)

1538 West Germany. Deutschlandfunk noted 0120 2/13. (Wood, Ind.)

**1550 Costa Rica. R. Cima in Ciudad Quesada, 1 kw, NEW, call is NCCR. (Gleason, IRCa)

Australia. 4QD, Emerald briefly 0752-0807 2/6 w/mx, time, ID and mx and much QRM. Loop helped some. (Reynolds, Calif.)

1554 France. Nice w/excellent signals 1930 on 2/4. This is one of the most reliable TA's here, hrd the year around. (Moore, Mass.)

**1575 Costa Rica. Columbia 2, Puntarenas, musical pgm separate from 1175 and network. Ex-Falmares. (Gleason, IRCa) TTJJC, Palmares ann. as R. Columbia Canal Dos between each record. Steady S7 signal until 003 s/off. Very little splash from Mexican giants on either side. (Reynolds, Calif.)

Colombia. HJLC, L. V. de Banco, El Banco now slipped here from assigned 1580. (Silvera, Jamaica)

Unid SS. SS hrd 0617-0628 on EN 2/12, probably s/on @ 0600; Costa Rica? (Cooper, N.Y.)


1586 Costa Rica. Unid. Stn noted here w/quiet mx on 2/4 at 2250 - male announcer - Langenburg? (Ross, N.Y.)

Germany. WDR fair to good w/mx. S7 top level. 0130-0155 when lost in noise. On 2/13. (Keene, Texas) Over S9 2222 on 2/4. This is another TA that was hrd consistently all last summer. (Moore, Mass.)

1594 France/Portugal. ORTF France Inter noted 0100. Listed Nims 1kw! 0200 E.A.L. Lisbon s/on followed by pops. (Wood, Ind.)

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

For the convenience of those coming to the big meeting on Saturday at Admiral Nelson's, we'd like to supply some directions. For those coming via public transportation, take the subway from Boston to Harvard Square. Then take the Watertown Square trackless trolley. For those who are self-mobile, the following map should help:

[Diagram of routes from Watertown Square to Harvard Square via New Coolidge Cinema]

For those staying at a motel, we'd like to suggest the Charles River Motor Hotel, 1800 Soldiers Field Road Extension, Brighton. Rates for singles start at $11.50; double at $16.50. This is a reasonable compromise between price and location, we believe. But the New Boston ain't cheap!
Like everything else, DX-ing is benefiting from the wheels of progress. One of the many modern conveniences for DXers is the tape recorder. No one can doubt the value of recording from your receiver while tuning the band. Being able to go back and listen again to a faint call or being able to copy announcements word for word from tape can make your reports more concise and interesting. But aside from this feature, many DXers are now using the tape of reception itself as the report or proof of reception. While it’s true that an actual recording of a station’s broadcasts is one of the most positive proofs of reception some DXers are defeating their own purpose by sending tapes that are not listenable at all. Within the past year or so (at least if the reports I receive here at WHTV are any indication) taped reports are on the upswing and many of them are very good. If, however, your verific return from taped reports is low, you may be sending tapes which, you do not realize, are not compatible with the type of recorder used by almost every station — the professional, studio-type recorder. Without exception, home tape recorders are half or quarter track. That is to say, the audio signal is recorded only on half the width of the tape on monaural recorders or one fourth the width on stereo machines. This is fine if the playback machine has the same head configuration, but such is not the case in the professional recorder which is almost always equipped with a full track head, one that plays all the recorded information on the entire width of the tape at the same time. In the case of the home machine, in the interest of tape economy, the reel can be “flipped over” after it has run through and additional recording made on the other track with the tape traveling in the opposite direction. When you listen to a tape to be sent as a report, it will sound fine since you only hear one track. However, if there happens to be anything recorded on the other track, the tape will be useless when played at the station since both tracks will be heard at the same time, one of them backwards. Needless to say, it will be impossible to make any sense at all from the tape.

The second mistake made most frequently by DX tape reporters is the speed of the tape. Home recorders have two or three speeds, 1 7/8, 3 3/4, and 7 1/2 inches per second. Since the fidelity of DX tapes do not need to be “hi-fi,” most DXers record on the slower speeds to conserve the amount of tape used. This is fine if you do not intend to send the tape to the station. However, any tape recorded at a speed slower than 7 1/2 inches-per-second is useless to a radio station since the slowest speed used by professional recorders is 7 1/2 inches. A slower tape played on a studio machine makes all voices sound like Mickey Mouse since the tape is being played at twice the speed it was recorded. I’m sure all of you who own recorders are familiar with this effect. Obviously then, any tape recorded on more than one track and at speeds slower than 7 1/2 inches-per-second cannot be understood when played at the station you send it to. The result is, usually, no verifics. Is there anything you can do about this situation? Happily the answer is yes.

1: If you plan on sending the tape as a report make sure the tape is clear of all recording on both tracks. A good way to do this is to let the tape run through your recorder in the “record” position with the volume control turned off all the way. This will erase any previous recording and the tape will be “clear.” Be sure to do this to the tape in both directions. Then make your recording to be sent out; recording in one direction only. Do not reverse the tape and record again.
If this method is followed, there will be only one recording on the tape, consequently, it will play back well on a studio machine.

2: Never record reports any slower than 7⅔ inches-per-second. If you own one of the smaller or portable recorders that operates only on a slower speed, then you are out of luck. There isn’t a studio machine made that runs slower than 7⅔.

All of this means one thing from an economical point: you’ll use more tape than otherwise. If you want to do it right, that’s one of the sacrifices you’ll have to make. One more point: If you are making that tape to be returned (which may not always happen), be sure to include sufficient return postage. Taped reports can be quite good if you will just follow these few simple rules. Good luck and Good DX.

* * * * * * * * * * *

Kon Murphy of Glendive, Conn., sends in these odds and ends taken from the "Radio Review combined with Radio Listeners' Guide and Call Book", dated March, 1926. Perhaps some of you are interested in these old-time stations:

- WWL New Orleans, 100 watts on 1090 kHz
- WMCA New York, 500 watts on 880 kHz
- KFVT Houston, 10 watts on 1250 kHz
- KJBS San Francisco, 5 watts on 1360 kHz
- WNN Newark, N.J., 150 watts on 1190 kHz

At this time, a total of just under 600 stations were operating from 550 to 11,800 kHz. Wave lengths were given both in meters and kilocycles. Manhattan, Kansas had 3 stations at this time, KFVN with 15 watts on 1370, KSAC with 500 watts on 880, and WTG with 50 watts on 1100. New York City had 17 stations and Richmond Hill, Long Island had 6. WEEJ and WBBM were listed as portable stations and operated on 1330 kHz with 100 watts. They were owned by RCA. Some slogans for these stations were also given, including KJZ Los Angeles ("Kindness, Happiness, and Joy"), and WGBE New Orleans ("Strongest 5 Watt Station in the World").

* * * * * * * * * * *

A couple of regular frequency checks have been sent in here that do not appear in the NRO Freq. Check List. They are worth making note of, so here they are: WNM-510 Burlington, Vt., conducts a regular frequency check on the 2nd Monday of the month, starting at 1:10 a.m. EST. This information is from Walter D. Fair, Jr., Houston. Robert S. Hostettler of Lake City, Minn., advises us that KBB-1390 Farmington, N.H., conducts its regular frequency check on the first Monday of each month from 2:45 to 3 a.m. EST. This info was contained in a letter from their DoE, Mr. Andrew S. Loomis.

While on the subject of frequency checks, here are two r/c's which are not listed correctly in the Freq. Check List: WBOE-1360 Galax, Va., conducts their r/c on the 2nd Tues. Morning of the month, 1:30-1:40 a.m. WHJC-1360 Matapedia, N. Va., conducts theirs on the 4th Tuesday of the month at 4:30 a.m. WHJC's r/c is conducted every other month (that is, January, March, May, etc.). In both cases, this info is directly from the station.

73, Joe